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Democratic U.S Senate candidate Peckarsky launches radio ad 
campaign 

“It’s going to take a real progressive to make real progress” 
 
MILWAUKEE – Peter Peckarsky, an intellectual property attorney with national security 
experience and a Democratic candidate for the United States Senate, is the first among his 
peers to launch a radio campaign on progressive radio that’s focused on the 2022 primary, 
according to Mike Crute, CEO of Devil’s Radio, WTTN Madison. 
 
Peckarsky has committed to spots through the August 9, 2022 primary election. 
 
“Our nation faces real challenges from climate change to universal healthcare to criminal 
justice reform and systematic racism,” Peckarsky said.. “We also face real threats to our 
democracy in the form or restrictive voting laws, verbal and physical attacks on election 
officials and illegitimate post-event challenges to elections. It’s going to take a real 
progressive to make real progress.” 
 
Peckarsky is running to win the U.S. Senate seat now occupied by Republican, Ron 
Johnson. He has used his legal background and knowledge of election laws to protect 
elections nationwide.  
 
The radio spots, which are scheduled to be released October 25, 2021, will air on 
Madison’s Devil’s Radio, 92.7-FM. WTTN 1580-AM. (Sound available upon request).  
 
Peckarsky said that he will not accept corporate PAC money for his campaign, thus he 
answers solely to the people of Wisconsin.  
 

Peckarsky is a Milwaukee native and attorney who has participated in the election 
protection programs of the Democratic Party of Wisconsin and Democratic National 
Committee. He holds degrees in electrical engineering and political science from the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and a law degree from Case Western Reserve 
University. He previously served as consultant on strategic nuclear weapons forces and 
platforms to the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations, and on intelligence analysis to the 
Director of Naval Intelligence. His legal career spans election law, intellectual property law, 
antitrust, securities fraud and hedge fund litigation and issues at the intersection of law 
with science and technology. Learn more at peckarskyforwisconsin.com 
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